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Dear AP Language Student,
Welcome! AP Language and Composition is a challenging course that will help you think about the way writers
write. This course focuses primarily on non-fiction and the rhetorical strategies authors use to create their
works and engage their readers.
In order to prepare for the year ahead, you will read and annotate In Cold Blood and complete the
assignments that follow.
A word on annotating… Annotating simply means making short notes. As you read it is expected that you will
make note of your observations. You should have at least 100 annotations in your book. For this assignment,
your annotations may be done in one of three ways:
1. Using the book provided for you, use sticky notes to make your comments.
2. Purchase a copy of the book and write directly in it.
3. Purchase the eBook edition and use the annotation feature to take notes.
Assignments
While you read…
In Cold Blood is divided into four parts; after you read each, stop and answer the corresponding questions.
(This portion of the assignment is worth 75 points.)
Part I: The Last to See Them Alive (pp. 1-74)
1. SETTING: The opening section of the book introduces key elements of the setting of Holcomb and is
essential to understanding Capote’s focus on journalistic details in a fictional genre. Create a list of ten key
descriptions that develop the setting of the novel. Cite the page number for each description. Once you
have your list, explain why the setting is such an important aspect of the novel.
2. POINT OF VIEW: Authors make a conscious decision about how they will tell the story. Capote tells the
story from two alternating points of view– the Clutters and the murderers. Comment on the effect of this
structure in several complete sentences. Then, discuss whether or not we are able to hear Capote’s voice
as well.
Part II: Persons Unknown (pp. 77-155)
3. KEY PASSAGES: Choose a key passage from this section that you think is important to character
development, plot development, meaning, etc. A passage may be a line, quote, or any excerpt from the
novel. Cite the passage. Using complete sentences, answer three of the following questions:
1. Why is this a key passage?
2. What is the author trying to do at this point?
3. How does the passage develop a character, the plot, meaning, etc.?
4. How is this passage typical of the author’s style?

5. What is unusual or striking about the passage?
4. SYNTAX: Choose one interesting paragraph from this section and do a syntactical analysis by constructing
the following chart:
First 4 words in
each sentence

Verbs (list all)

Figurative language or
imagery

Repetition/parallelism

# of words in a
sentence

Then, answer three of these questions in complete sentences:
1. What do you notice about the sentence beginnings?
2. What conclusion can you draw about the verbs used?
3. How does the author make use of literal and/or figurative language?
4. What kinds of images does he appeal to in this paragraph?
5. How does the repetition or parallelism affect meaning?
6. What observation can you make about sentence length and variety?
Part III: Answer (pp.159-248)
5. DICTION: Choose one page from this section and choose ten words from that page. Label each word as
having a positive connotation, negative connotation, or as neutral. Then, using all ten words you have
studied, answer the following questions:
1. Is the diction formal or informal?
2. Does it make use of colloquialisms or slang?
3. Does it change as the point of view changes or stay consistent?
6. FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE: Authors use figures of speech because of their power and their layers of
meaning. For example, because it is more powerful, we say, “It’s raining cats and dogs” instead of “It’s
raining large drops which are coming down very fast and hard.” Choose two figures of speech from this
section and cite the examples verbatim. Then, explain the “layers” of meaning by discussing how each is
used for meaning and effect. Think about the following questions:
1. Why did the author use this figurative image instead of something else?
2. What does this comparison/figure of speech do that literal language would not accomplish?
3. What layers of meaning does it suggest?
7. IMAGERY: It is important in the novel for the readers to see characters, motivation, events, places, etc. as
“real.” Authors use imagery (details that appeal to the five senses) to draw the reader into the experience
of the novel. Choose three images from this section and explain to which sense(s) they appeal. Write 2-3
sentences that explain how each of these images affects the reader during this section.
Part IV: The Corner (pp. 251-343)
8. SELECTION OF DETAIL: Selection of detail refers to the facts, statistics, anecdotal information, etc. that an
author uses to develop the purpose. First, determine the purpose of this section. Then, analyze selection
of detail by listing five examples that develop the purpose and explaining how they develop the purpose.
9. TONE: What is the tone of this section? Why is the tone appropriate for the content and the purpose? List
five words or phrases that are instrumental in developing the tone.
10. APPEALS TO THE AUDIENCE: Explain how the author uses ethos, pathos, and logos throughout this
section. For each appeal, first analyze the appeal (how the author uses it to develop his purpose), and then
support each with an example from section that reflects the appeal.

After you read…
Read the New York Times book review below. In a well-developed paragraph, write a response to the review.
In your paragraph, be sure to make an argument and support your argument with references to both the
article and the book. Your response should be approximately 250 words. (This portion of the assignment is
worth 25 points.)

January 16, 1966

One Night on a Kansas Farm
By CONRAD KNICKERBOCKER

he plains of western Kansas are even lonelier than the sea. Men, farm houses
and windmills become specks against the vast sky. At night, the wind seems to
have come from hundreds of miles distant. Diesel-engine horns echo immensity.
During the day, one drives flat out through shimmering mirages. Highways all roll
straight to the point of infinity on a far horizon. Tires click; tumbleweed rustles; CocaCola signs endlessly creak.

IN COLD BLOOD
A True Account of a
Multiple Murder and
Its Consequences
By Truman Capote.

On the Indian summer night of Nov. 14, 1959, two criminals visited this haunting
geography. With a knife and a 12-gauge shotgun, they robbed and murdered a man and his wife and their son
and daughter. The deed filled the scene. It echoed through the lives of all who lived nearby, rushing toward
some appalling, mysterious point of psychic infinity. It made haggard men out of the guardians of order.
Eventually through a fluke almost as gratuitous as the killing itself, they captured the murderers. On an April
night last year, as rain beat on the roof, the two were hanged in a chilly warehouse in the corner of the yard of
the Kansas State Penitentiary at Lansing.
To the Midwestern newspaper reader, the crime and its aftermath while awful enough, were not especially
astonishing. Spectacular violence seems appropriate to the empty stage of the plains, as though by such
cosmic acts mankind must occasionally signal its presence. Charlie Starkweather, accompanied by his teen-age
lover, killed 10 people. George Ronald York and James Douglas Latham murdered seven. Lowell Lee Andrews,
the mild, fat student with dreams of becoming a Chicago gunman, dispatched his father, mother and older
sister with 21 bullets. Last May, Duane Pope, a clean-cut young football player, shot four people (three of
them fatally) who were lying face down on the floor of a rural bank in Nebraska. Multiple murder is one of the
traditional expressions of youthful hostility.
To Truman Capote, the killings in western Kansas seemed less commonplace. Already he had explored beyond
the lush settings and moonlit characters that had made him famous. The very forms of novel and short story
seemed to him increasingly inadequate to the weird dynamics of the age. "Breakfast at Tiffany's" was a bonbon, but in "The Muses Are Heard," with its improbable cast of Negro performers and Russian and American
culturati, he demonstrated that reality, if heard out patiently, could orchestrate its own full range. He did not
intend to be merely the novelist-as-journalist writing diversionary occasional pieces. He had already done all
that in "Local Color." In the completer role of novelist-as-journalist-as-artist, he was after a new kind of
statement. He wanted the facts to declare a reality that transcended reality.

He went west, to Kansas City, to Garden City and Holcomb, Kan., the hamlet where the murders took place.
With the obsessiveness of a man demonstrating a profound new hypothesis, he spent more than five years
unraveling and following to its end every thread in the killing of Herbert W. Clutter and his family. "In Cold
Blood," the resulting chronicle, is a masterpiece--agonizing, terrible, possessed, proof that the times, so
surfeited with disasters, are still capable of tragedy.
The tragedy was existential. The murder was seemingly without motive. The killers, Perry Smith and Richard
Hickock, almost parodied the literary anti-hero. Social dropouts filled with nausea, disillusioned romantics,
they were the perfect loners. Their relationship, if not physical, was spiritually homosexual, similar to the
exacted Freundschaft, bound in blood, of SS brothers. Smith, the archetypal underground exile, had the usual
existential loathing of the body; he hated his crushed legs. Chewing aspirin and drinking root beer, he
daydreamed in his crushed heart of a Mexican beach paradise with treasure under the sea. At night,
sometimes afflicted with enuresis, he dreamed of a giant yellow bird that would lift him to salvation.
Sometimes his captors saw in him the violence and power of a maimed jungle animal. Hickock, on the other
hand, was nothing; merely the kid next door gone totally wrong. He was only charming while unloading hot
checks on clothing salesmen. One of his weaknesses was little girls, and to the end he loudly asserted he was
"a normal."
The Clutters made especially poignant victims. It was not that they wanted killing, but their lives, like so many
of their countrymen's, rigid, solidly reliant on the grace of affluence, denied the possibility of evil and thus
were crucially diminished. Mr. Clutter tolerated no drinkers among those who worked on his farm. He ate
apples in the morning and bought everything by check. The wax on the floors of his $40,000 house exuded a
lemon scent. His daughter, Nancy, lovely and virginal, baked pies and attended 4-H Club meetings. Once, her
father caught her kissing a boy, but she could never marry him because he was a Catholic. His son Kenyon
made good things with his hands in the basement workshop. Mrs. Clutter, the pious Bonnie, afflicted with
deathly cold shivers and fits of anxiety amid the sunny bounties of a Kansas farm, was the only discordant
element in this American dream. Finally they knew terror, and the knowledge in Mr. Capote's words becomes
heartbreaking.
The crime confronted the townsfolk of Holcomb with their own isolation. Neighborliness evaporated. The
natural order seemed suspended. Chaos poised to rush in. They distrusted and came to suspect not terrible
strangers, but themselves. At the trial, struck mostly silent, they gaped. A squadron of psychiatrists, about the
best we can produce in the way of a tragic chorus, emphasized the banality and dehydration of the current
articulations of motive. "Paranoid orientation," they said. "Schizophrenic reaction. Severe character disorder."
Perry Smith, on the other hand had mastered the true modern vocabulary. He spoke with the nightmare logic
of all the socially and emotionally dispersed: "I thought he was a very nice gentleman. . . .I thought so right up
to the moment I cut his throat."
There are two Truman Capotes. One is the artful charmer, prone to the gossamer and the exquisite, of "The
Grass Harp" and Holly Golightly. The other, darker and stronger, is the discovery of death. He began the latter
exploration as a very young man in his first novel "Other Voices, Other Rooms" and in such stories as "Master
Misery," "The Headless Hawk" and "A Tree of Night." He has traveled far from the misty, moss-hung SouthernGothic landscapes of his youth. He now brooks with the austerity of a Greek or an Elizabethan.
As he says in his interview, with George Plimpton, he wrote "In Cold Blood" without mechanical aids--tape
recorder or shorthand book. He memorized the event and its dialogues so thoroughly, and so totally
committed a large piece of his life to it that he was able to write it as a novel. Yet it is difficult to imagine such
a work appearing at a time other than the electronic age. The sound of the book creates the illusion of tape.

Its taut cross-cutting is cinematic. Tape and film, documentaries, instant news, have sensitized us to the glare
of surfaces and close-ups. He gratifies our electronically induced appetite for massive quantities of detail, but
at the same time, like an ironic magician, he shows that appearances are nothing.
"In Cold Blood" also mocks many of the advances (on paper) of anti-realism. It presents the metaphysics of
anti-realism through a total evocation of reality. Not the least of the book's merits is that it manages a major
moral judgment without the author's appearance once on stage. At a time when the external happening has
become largely meaningless and our reaction to it brutalized, when we shout "Jump" to the man on the ledge.
Mr. Capote has restored dignity to the event. His book is also a grieving testament of faith in what used to be
called the soul.
Mr. Knickerbocker is a critic and writer who knows the Kansas plains.

All of your responses should be typed and appropriately organized. Please cite the page numbers when
quoting or paraphrasing from the text.
This is an independent assignment; your work should be entirely your own. It is due on the first day of school
in September.
If a question should arise over the summer, you may email me at krosenberg@levittownschools.com.
Have a wonderful summer, and I look forward to getting to know you next year.

Ms. Rosenberg

